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Fee forum
Student Government hosts
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address activity fee
concerns.
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Cultural Diversity Committee solicits funding proposals
by Michael R. Koehler
Editor
The SCS Cultural Diversity
~ommittee is soliciting round
two of grant proposals which
address cultural diversity.
The deadline for submitting
proposals is Feb. 9. Guidelines
for cultural diversity initiative
funds define the areas of
emphasis
as:
student
recruitment, student retention
and faculty recruitment and
retention.
Robert
C.
Johnson,
professor and director of

Minority Studies, is ,the
chairman of the Cultural
Diversity Committee. He
ex.plained there are multiple
rounds of grant proposal
activity at SCS each academic
year. Projects can be started
and conducted throughout the
year and into the summer
because of lhe multiple rounds
of proposals.
Johnson
addressed
the
importance
of
recruiting
minority students at SCS.
"Because they are citizens of
the state, and this is a state
institution , they shou ld be

represented among the faculty
and the staff," Johnson said.
"Secondly, it is important for
other studenls to be in contact
with people they will be
working with throughout their
lifetime. It is an important part
of their education."
Caroline
Bohrestom,
assistant to the vice president
of Academic Affairs, is not a
member of the SCS cultural
diversity, but is involved in the
grant proposal process. The
amount of money available for
grant proposals could not be
specified because the money

set aside by the university is
used in a variety of ways.
According to a memo from
Academic Affai rs, proposals
should include one of more if
the issues listed below:
0 Promotion of the retention
and s uccess of minority
students which leads to higher
graduation rates. Projects may
focus on academic enrichment
activities
for
prospective
minority applicants, or focus
on other activities related to
academic performances such
as
tutorial s,
assessment,
student research opportunities

and learning how to listen.
0 Increasing the number of
students from racial and ethnic
minority groups on campus
through active recruitment,
marketing
and
outreach
strategies.
0 Leadership development
activities \fhich enhance the
preparation
of
minority
students
for
assuming
leadership roles in our society.

See Grants/Page 2

by Sarah Tieck
Staff writer
John Skoog, senior and Student
P,resident, will be at a
Minnesota State University Student
Association conference at Mankato State
University Jan. 19-21 to represent SCS
students' interests.
"(Working with MSUSA has) given me a
lot of leadership skills and it's given me
knowledge about higher education and what
students are facing on a day-to-day basis,"
Skoog said.
Skoog, Larry Lahr, senior and lhe
MSUSA campus representative and
interested students will travel to the
weekend conference. The conference
agenda includes committee meetings, a
luncheon featuring spcech~s by President
Richard Rush of Mankalo State University
and Rep. John Dom, DFL - Mankato, and a
Presidential Board of Directors meeting.
The meetings will focus on working to
provide interpretive services for those with
Governm.,!:J!

special needs atte nd ing MSUSA events,

:::1~~~~~0 ~~\i~~s0 ~ : :;~~:y~::atpa~~

Senior Grant LaRock,

a member of the American Marketing Association, ~~~r:~m;nl:i~:,n~:~r;~;:

Wednesday afternoon on the Atwood Mall. The AMA•sponsored event promoted the Muscular Dystrophy
preparing the strategies for upcoming lobby L-_A_ss_o_c_ia_tio_n_'s_V_o_ll•_9_b_al_l-_a-_th_o_n_F_ri_d•_Y_,F_e_b_.2_in_H_a_le_n_be_c_k_H_a_11._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

trips to the Minnesota Legislature in St.
Paul.
Students are able to work with the
legislators to gain first-hand knowledge of
the legislative process in addition to
affecting policies regarding student issues
through the lobby trips. "I learned more
(about the Legislature on the lobby trip to
St. Paul) than I could have in a month's
worth of classes," Lahr said.
The focus of the Jan. 31 and Feb. 15
lobby trips to the cap itol will include
fighting the proposed plan to implement the
high tuition/high aid formula, working to
implement the tuition relief plan of Rep.
"'Myron
Orfield,
DFL-Minneapolis,
providing the funding for the new SCS
library and projects at other Minnesota state
universties.

Briefs - 3

Students question bookstore owners during forum
by Frank Rajkowsk!
News editor
Students and faculty had a chance to question the
proprietors of the SCS on-campus bookstore at an open
forum Tuesday afternoon in the Atwood Little Theatre.
The Student Government-sponsored event featu red
managers Dick and Charlie Ward and Eugene Gilchrist,
vice president for Administrative Affairs. Although
attendance was sparse, the trio fielded a series of questions
from the audience.
Gilchrist spoke first and discussed the university's
relationship with the Ward brothers. He said the university
committee which oversees the operation of the bookstore
has repeatedly considered running the store, but decided
the costs would be too high . He said the bookstore
contributes 10 percent of its profits per year back into a

Commentary - 4

Business - 7

Sports - 9

university fund used to provide scholarships and financial
aid to students based on need.
"Frankly, there is a line out the door for that scholarship
money," Gilchrist said.
Gilchrist added that the fund now stands at $1.5 million.
''This year, for the first time in recent memory (the
bookstore committee) allocated $25,000 for the campus
budget," Gilchrist said.
When the panel were made open for questions, Charlie
Ward was asked about why certain books needed for
classes are not always available at the bookstore. He said
the store is w~rking from faculty estimates.

See Bookstore/Page 6
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Activity fee'" forum' draws many opinions
by Dana Niebert

Kilian said the Minnesota

Staff writer

State College and University
Board requires some of the

Are student activity fee
dollars going to waste?
Students feeling cheated out

services' funding, such as

of their activity fee dollars
were invited to attend an open
Student
Government
fee
allocation forum to discuss
their views at noon Wednesday
in the Atwood Memorial
Center Glacier Room.
Members of the Student
Government's fee allocation
committee
headed
the
discussion. Senior Melissa
Kilian, chairwoman of the
committee, cited a restricting
budget as one reason for
calling the meeting.
Senior Keesha Gaskins,
senior and member of the fee
allocation committee, said the
student activity fee dollars
cover
all
supplementary
services to SCS, whereas
tuition covers all the things
necessary to keep SCS
running.
Supplementary
services include men's and
women's athletics, intramural
recreational sports, Health
Services, MSUSA, chi ld care
facilities on campus and the
student union.
Last year the
quarterly
$104.84 student activity fee
pulled in $3,990, 191, but the
budget needs of the services
the • fee covers came to
$5,520,000, Gaskins said .
"We " are spending more
money than we have, and we
need to take a look at where
the money is going," Gaskin
said.

athletics, Health Services and
MSUSA, but, Gaskins added,
that does not mean the budget
for those services can not be cut
back.
"They
aren't
spending
frivolously," Kilian said. There
simply is not enough money
and students are not wi Iii ng to
spend a penny more, she
added, so costs have to be cut.
The open forum setting was
used as an attempt to gain
opinions .from students, Kilian
said. She said she wants the fee
allocation comminec to be
representative of the student
body: not ruling over it. The
committee was trying to find
out
what
the
student
JX>pulation is looking for as far
as services are concerned, she
added.
General comments from the
audience concluded all of the
services are used to some
extent, but not necessarily by
every student. Thi s makes
cost~cutting very difficult,
Gaskins said.
"We have to provide
services for a wide range · of
people," said junior Bill
Huston committee member.
Several
communting
studen ts expressed concerns
that they cou ld not use the
services provided by the
acli vity fee as readly studeTltS
who live on campus. Even if
students live on campus,
sometimes they do not make
use of -the services, Gaskins

Julia Peterson/Staff photographer
Keesha Gaskins, fee allocation committee member and liaison to Atwood Memorial ,
Center and Melissa Kilian, chairwoman of the fee allocation committee, discussed
issues at a forum on fee allocation Wednesday afternoon.
said. Many students work full up. Nevertheless, he said, the She said there has been very
time , so getting the full costs need to be cut and the little input from the student
benefits of student life is budget trimmed. He said it was population. It would help if
difficult, she said.
imJX)rtant to see what is being people filled out the committee
Huston said usage is used by students.
surveys or participated in the
probably balanced out by the
'There hasn't been a real issues that came to a vote,
fact commuters were probably assessment of the present Gaskins said.
more likely to use the studC:nt student body to find out what
"We really need people to
union or library between needs are out there," Gaskins communicate to us," she said.
classes.
said. It has been years since
Kilian said students are
Huston said he would not the budget was last amended welcome to stop by the Student
advocate eliminating any of and student wishes were Government office .at any time
ttie services and -expressed the assessed, she said.
in AMC At 16 to W;scuss their
dangers in doing so. He said
Kilian
stressed
the ideas.
completely wiping out an importance
of
student
organization would make it involvement regarding the
twice as difficult to build back decisions that have to be made.

Task force battles violence

Grants: fromPage2

by Nicole VanDerGriff
Assistant news editor

Cl Activities that promote creation of
employment llnd/or financial aM for
students.
b Promotit>O Of crrolive rt:crulling
efforts .bY a. department \Wlich has
vaCancies to which culturallf · diverse
faculty c1;mld be reci:uite<L
Shahzad Ahmad, jnterim director for
Minority Student Programs, ~:xplained
the value of cultural' diversity at SCS.
1'~ thillk the stuclents~ from· diverse
backgrounds and culrures have a lot to
offCr,'' Ahmad:said., :.we: are living In a
corrmetitive world where we must
prepare our stUdent$ lO compete. :The
onlx way you ~an ?Ompete is if you _are
aware or'the diversity of this countiy as
well as this WQTld."
Ahmad explained· conditions at Sts,
and where it can improve.,
'1 think we have come long way, but
we still have a longwaY, to go in tenns of
bringing more minority Students on this
campus and educating - the majority
studenLS and all of us about the issues and
the realities of surviving in this world. It
is a competitive world, and it is a very
diverse world."
Ahmad encouraged people to apply
and take advanlage ~f the funds available
to pay for cultural diverstty":mitiatives at

Community leaders and health
care professionals have organized a
strategy to reduce the growing
problem of violence in Minnesota.
The Governor's" Task Force
consists of thirteen members which
include Lt. Gov. Joanne E. Benson,
state Rep. Charlie Weaver, state Sell.
Dallas Sams, St. Paul Police Chief
Bill Finney and other community
leaders and executives.
The task force stands out from
others because it specifically
addresses the correlation between
violence and the health care industry;
also, funding comes from -private
organizations
and
not
from
government
legislation,
program°iing o~ funds.
"The
funding
comes
from
primarily the private sector," said
Michael Scandrett, staff director for
the Governor's Task Force on
Violence as a Public Health Problem.
"The Task Force is funded by health
care plans and programs from those
already involved."
"One of the major ini tiatives of the
plan to reduce violence is the
collection of better data across the
state,"
saidWayne
Hayes,
representative from the Governor's

office, said. "The problem is that
"Around the year 1988, people
there is not a standardized way to across the state became aware of the
collect data. With a better collection problem of violence," Hayes said.
of data we would be more able to "We are not focusing on any
track the causes of violence in particular area or issue of violence."
Minnesota."
Hayes explained how the public
The task force will sign a prepared sector, education and health care
statement
to
give
political need to work together to combat
enforcement so those involved may · Minnesota's issue of violence.
follow through with intentions to
'The task force is mostly focused
address violence.
on educating physicians, he lping
According to the article, "A New families deal with violence, how to
Partnership
for
Violence deal with domestic abuse and
Prevention," written by Benson and medical school training," Scandrett
Weaver, it is estimated the cost of said. "This is specifically focused on
violence in Minnesota last year was the health care industry."
The · idea of the task f~rce began·
$200 million. in health care. Many
victims of violence do not have about a year ago. It has been meeting
insurance, so a lot of the $200 since last summer, when the
million expense was given to tax members were designated by
payers.
Governor Arq_e H. Carlson.
"Violence has always been there
"There
are
about
IO
(in the community). But in the last recommendations about actions to be
seven to 10 years it has now become taken in the next couple of years,"
an issue," Hayes said. "We now have Scandrett said. "A few of thes·e
tougher laws in prevention but now recommendations
include
the health care facilities need us to do informational and referral centers,
something on a broader scale."
,
preventing violence, workplace
The task force established a violence programs, data collection,
proposal to respond to the increasing health care insurance coverage and
violence in communities. The bati:is is educating physicians on how to ask
to collaborate organizations and the right questions and how to be
facilities already working lo feduce supportive Of victims."
violence, forming a larger structure
to fulfill the needs of Minnesota. ·
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Child abduction is focus
of education session
The SCS Child Care Center is sponsoring a parent
education session, Child Abduction Prevention by
Officer Metcalf of the St. Ooud Police Department from
6- 7:30 p.m. Monday in the Engineering and Computing
Center Room 123.
AU SCS student parents, faculty and staff are invited to
attend. During the session, free chil.d care is available in
ECC Room 122 for infants to 12-year-olds.
Contact Becky at 255-3296 with questions or for more
information.

Assertiveness training
workshop for women
The SCS Women's Center is offering an empowerment

and assertiveness training session for women Jan. 24
through Feb. 21. Workshop sessions will be from 6 to 8

p.m. Wednesday nights at the Women's Center Colbert
House North.
The workshop will discuss assertiveness, conflict
resolution, self-esteem, body-image, relationships and
sexuality. The cost of the workshop is $5. There are
scholatships available for students if neede4.
To register or for more informa tion con tac t the
Women's Center a t 255-4958.

The STAR program
provide~ support
System of Technology for Achieving Results is a program
of the Minnesota Governor's Advisory Council on
Technology for People with Disabilities.
The STAR Program was established to give people the
knowledge and support they need to have greater control
over technology.
There are many programs and services provided by STAR
which include the Governor's Award fo r Ou tstandi ng
Achievement in Technology-Related Assistance for People
with Disabilities, InfoTech information network, training
sessions, seminars, equipment referral and general resources.
The STAR Program works to increase the availability of
devices and services and promote public awareness and
acceptance, among other aspects.
For more information contact Tamara DeMott at 612-2977516 or Susa,n Asplund at 612-296-9718.

Buckle your boots for
an international ski trip
The International Student Association has organized a
cross-coun try skiing opportunity for students this
Saturday. Students will meet from noon until 4 p.m. at
Riverside Park in St. Cloud.
Those attending must provide thcir own equipment.
To rent equipment, contact the Atwood Outings Center at
255-3772. For more information about the ski trip, contact
Sa,ndy at 255-2119.

Corrections
• In the Jan. 12 story on Southside relations, D a vid
Mehoves was incorrectly identified as David Menhoves.
• The Costa Rica s tudy abroad program informational
meeting was incorrectly reported. The meeting will be
4,30 p.m. Wednesday in the Sauk Room.
•University Chronicle will corred all errors occurring in
its news articles. If you find a problem with a ~tory - an
error of fact or_point requiring clarification - please call

(612) 255-4086.

Award selection begins next month
by Lloyd Dalton
Staff writer
Sele~ion for the 1996
Excellence in Leadership
awards at SCS will begin nexl
month.
This is the ~ighth year that
the awards have been given.
Recipients of the Excellence in
Leadership awards are students
who
show
outstanding
involvement on campus and in
the commu nity along with
scholastic achievement.
About 30 studenfs have
received the awards in prev ious
years , according to Rhoda
Schrader, chai rwoman of the
Excellence in Leadership
program committee.
"About 200 awards have
been given out since we
started," said Schrader. "Any
student who meets the base
cri1eria can apply."
To be e li gible for the award,
a student must maintain a 3.0
GPA or higher and have
completed
136
credits.

Graduate students are also
eligible, and need to meet
slightly different requirements.
They need to have completed
24 credits by the end of fall
quarter.
Schrader heads a committee
composed of a diverse
collection of fac ulty, staff and
students.
Together,
they
determine
the
exact
req uirements for the award as
well as judging the applicants.
"We have people on the
committee who have been at
SCS for several years, as well
as some new faces," said
Schrader. "We try to get a lot of
different perspectives on what
we're looking for."
The award requirements
have changed slightly from
year to year.
"We've made a few changes
in the past year," said Schrader.
"We
lowered
the GPA
requirement from 3.25 to 3.0
and lowered the number of
credits required slightly. We
did this because we had some
very qualified applicants that

were held back because of the
numbers."
Jt
This year's applicants will
also be judged more heavily on
community
involvement,
according to Schrader.
"Each year we ask ourselves
what really makes leadership
excellence," Schrader said.
"We try to keep a balance
between
academic
achievement and involvement
in campus and community
affairs. One new question
we're asking the applicants th is
year is how they plan to
translate their activities and
leadership experiences into
their future life. We want to
know what their goals are for
future involvement."
Applications for the award
are due Feb. I , and the
recipients will be notified by
the end of February. The
awards will be presented at a
banquet on Apri l 28. Speakers
at the banquet will include SCS
President Bruce Grube and
past award recipients.

HELP
WANTED
~~==-= University Chronicle is looking~'iiiiii:~~
1

~~~~- for two people to deliver the

...

newspaper between the
hours of 6-8:30 p.m. Mondays~ -""'w"'I
nd Thursdays.

equiremen1s include
• O fl possession of a valid driver's
i license and the ability to lift
· 40 lb. bundles.
This is a paid position
requiring responsibility and
the ability to work
unsupervised
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Editorial
Campaign '96

Campaigns reveal
more than voters
want to know
Welc~me to another presidential election campaign.
Welcome to another year of mud-slinging. bloated
egos, impossible dreams and everyone's persona}
favorite, empty promises.
It is only January and already the dirt is surfacing.
The Whitewater scandal, a bankrupt government and
the war in Bosnia are parts of our daily conversations.
Within a few months we, the voters, will be privy to
information about the candidates' health, their
marriages and families, who they associated with in
college and what they ate for breakfast. With the
phrases "No new taxes" and "I did not inhale" still
ringing in our ears, do we care to listen to anymore?
Most of the students at SCS have grown up with lhe
national deficit hanging over their heads. In high
school we were told that Social Security would not be
there when we retire. We are facing less financial aid
for our education each year. Whether a candidate's
half-sister is a lesbian or if his ears are too big are not
major concerns for some of us.
This election campaign will be full of trivial facts
and petty accusations. By the time we get tolhe ballot
box, we will be weary and glad to see the end. We will
learn that less than half of eligible voters exercised
their voting rights. Is it any wonder?
We deserve to know what is really going on. If the
budget cannot be balanced, if taxes will continue to
rise regardless of strong efforts to keep them down, if
prisons are overpopulated and if the election of one
person to the presidency will not solve these problems,
then it is time for America to face the facts.
Let's get the real-issues on the table and couple them
with real solutions.
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Local employers expJoit SCS students
by Michael R. Koehler, Editor
St. Cloud is in the
sewer in terms of wages,
and a recent article in the
St. Cloud Times business
section reinforced the
fact.
The article referenced
figures released by the
Bureau of Labor
Statistics. The average
wage in the St. Cloud
metro area is $21,255,
264th among 310
metropolitan areas. Last
year, St. Cloud ranked
260th.
St. Cloud is in the
sewer and sliding even
farther intO the cesspool
in terms of wages.
While I am no
economist, I can share
some personal experience
to reinforce my
hypothesis. This summer,
to add to my meager
wages here at University
Chronicle, I took a job at
a sporting goods store ih
Waite Park.
I had just graduated
with my first degree in
mass communications,
and had hopes of making
at least $6.50 per hour in
a part-time job. What a
disillu~ioned soul I was.
I idquired at another
sporting goods store and
they made me a generous

" Employers should see
students as a valuable asset,
not an exploitable resource."
offer of $4.50 per hour. I
didn't even fill out an
application.
I needed a job where I
could work evenings and
weekends. I refuse to
subject myself to secondhand smoke in bars,
which limited my options.
I took the job at the
aforementioned store in
Waite Park and worked
for a measly $5 per hour.
Retail is not rocket
science, but stores should
pay their employees
enough to live on. The
full-time sales asSociates
at the store worked for
little more than I did, and
they had to live on their
wages. I thought it was a
disgrace and an insult to
the quality people at the
store.
The reason ffiany
employers who hire parttime employees pay them
absurd wages is they
know they have a captive
market of college and
high school smdents to
exploit.
In my hometown,

Faribault, Minn., a high
school student could
easily earn more than $6
per hour working in a
typical part-time job.
Why?
Despite the presence of
a technical college, there
is a lack of exploitable
workers, so employers
compete for them and
must pay higher wages.
St. Cloud State
University should be
called Suitcase State
University because of the
way the campus clears
out on weekends. Many
of the students go home
to the Twin Cities
because they can make
more money than in St.
Cloud.
If jobs in St. Cloud paid
higher wages, more
college students would
stay in town, work and
eventually spend more
money in the process.
Employers should see
students as a valuable
asset, not an exploitable
resource.
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OPINIONS
Our new common future
is in cyberspace f.'en: ::
Cyberspace. lt i$ a word thatsounds
like it tame out of a sci-fi story, where
robots fight the human racdn some

ff;b:.••t-~
• fl

unknown -di111ension.
Today, most qf us ru:e familiar to ·
some degree or 'inother:wjth
. cyberspace, where maclun~ help the
human race to ~xchaoge infoonarionio a

nQn:-existept ~nien~io'ti,:and ,moVe, into a
neW"¢ra.

A wb~f: new i.ubcul.ture has )leen
. . .. ,
• created: with Word$1 synib<lls and actions: that allow the many
• "net ~urfets'' to corumluiicat~ with one another and g~t the
· ultimate ride on thll non-dirnf:osionaJ wave.
Although the lnt\itnet tlitwofogy and qyl>e~ick have exi~ted
· for guit~ ~me .time now, .the biggest. wsh af su~j(ljned the
•waves.during th~ l=cou.Jlh: yci,rs,
A particljf ar $!:Nici, _<if th<, Mt, thk %Ile! Wide Web has
!lttracted ,sir many ij70l)lli., it ha$ beco01e the wostpQ!JOlar ont'<111lP. ii,Jbe umi(i/lll1lon ailpem°!ithway. T±_. . • • . . •
ln.the-cyWwi>i:lil llfaJJ◊DYlD.Q\1$ surfing,there.is irreality we
. cannptlgnore, Miior ;oumpaJJles, government a!l"ncies;'srnall
<irgan~tl~ns;i/ltli\ndullls, i:liM. and.~hoo!,i ija~e all entered the
web world inde~te .fqr a s!iare of'tbe neiJY: discovered llllll!S
torrimunicati6ttniC9j~.;~,

, .
..
. ::
. . ,ii,
. . . ~ Variet'-f61°-web. ~sitef' mclu!lolnfonn~tion"on pofu;'y

..i

issue$, ~ reHiiurants i~ ibe l>.~n £111\flcisco. lH.5: area,;
\iwp1oym/int .im<it\hatioti. ,t&:iJiei, .~nd ni/igazi~ aod news.J?•!"'t
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Students should state their minds
It is time for the students of SCS to take a stand. I am sick and tired
of going to classes and hearing students say, "I don't know if this is
right or not, but I think that is ... "
Come on, opinions are not right or wrong. When you have an
opinion, state it. Do not ask for approval from the instructor. If you
believe strongly in something, you need to say so.
This is what I believe. Stick to your opinions. If a professor does not
like it, tough .
Professors are professional teachers. They should be able to accept
the viewpoints of others. If the professors cannot, shame on them. lf
your grade is lowered because of your opinion, there is an appeals
process.
Once again, SCS, take a stand. Have an opinion. Say what you
believe.

Steven B. Johnson
junior
special education/elementary education

skills:
·
Cyberspace has cultivated a !fi1<ecie teirera(10n of users _who
· rely on their skills f◊ get someone,'piietition. CybM,J?••~ ls open
for everyone. lUi< not a regulated. medium lik~ teJevjsion. and
radio. Anyone can be a web publi$hllr and exjlfess unique _ideas;.
interests or skills in_ a world withoutoorderdn the. web, one•can
access a club in Greece,, a· sctiolar jn -~weclen, a university in
England, ora fllfrner in Austral)a: .
.
.
.
What the future.b.,lds;, hard to imagine .. With the currentlyincreasing rate ofnew surfers, cyberspace .will be a globe. where
dreams C<ime true. _New technology lilii virtual rMlity; interacti:,re
face-ro--face :communication and wi,re1ess· b<:t;ess, iSjust around
the corner.
It is i~rative that college .students lebtn ibis. new medium as
quickly ,is .11ossible; Organizations like Mayo. Hospital, IBM,
Lockheed and tb/1usand$ nmre post their career. openings on the
web and their §COUts 11'.Xlk int◊ school si!es where they access

studepts' M.rne pagts -for pr~ciive elllP,leyeU.:
EmpJpy,,x:i Jt,ok f'or candidates with ~ market ~tt': and a\>ilities .
to propel the,organi'i"tu:minto newdimfhSion$J '1bil.ili~s.llke web

· publii!1)ing; e l ~ research, and unlfo1iti,ct;:reati\lity.
'll•·isnot diti:icult to flllter theJnftiCl!l~tion sul!"rhigh~. Attend
. a w'J~o11 ir~the lnaJy that SQS A_c:adernic. H9rn_pti(tt1g
. Service§ (lfi'er. Take[a c<>iniiuiniij ed~•iw~ Class. with )i?Ur local :
°Si:b/>ol clislriCt. 5ruqy ,ifon~ Do.\>/~' IS; lli!Q4~~aij' t~ get !bill'
tblll)iefit!ve; tiQ~ll tlia! "9-i! b°lli![ )roll inio. cY;l!etipit.b<l,
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Bookstore:

University presses store to stock used books:

from Page 1 - - - - used books," Gilchrist said. "So
helpful, Dick Ward said.
"When fac ulty let additional when someone calls me to say
students into their classes, they the Wards are behaving that
forget a Jot of times that it way, I say that's not the Wards,
mi ght be helpful 10 let us that 's the university."
The advent of Campus Book
know," he said.
Charlie Ward said many and Supply in downtown SL
times
students
believe Cloud has not affected the onbookstores make huge profits campus book store that much,
from their book sales, but he Charlie Ward said. His store
regularly
provides
the
said that is not the case.
"Everybody thinks very often downtown store with text lists
that bookstores set the prices from the university, he said.
"We share with downtown
and that we set them wherever
we want," Charlie Ward said. and they don't always share
"A lot of factors go into setting with us," Charlie Ward said.
the prices. The publishers set ··we've seen some customers
the price and we sell it at a leave our store for downtown or
discount. Textbooks, by and some of the media outlets in
... large, arc not a money-maker town. We just put them into the
numbers and crunch them."
for our company."
Gilchrist said the university
Charlie Ward said only 25
percenl of a toia l sa le is is contractually obl igated to
returned to the books1ore. Of officially deal on ly with the onthat, IO percent goes to the campus bookstore.
"If I were to be infonned that
university and !he other 15
percenl is often needed for a professor was violating that
agree'ment I would have no
other costs.
Kevin Halgrimson/Staff photographer
Gilchrist
said
many choice but to enforce it,"
Charlie Ward (back) and Dick Ward, managers of SCS Bookstore, speak at an open forum
publishing
houses
have Gilchrist said.
Tuesday afternoon in the Atwood Little Theatre.
For his part, Charlie Ward
contacted him to say the Wards
"We try to guess how many they must either return them to classes scheduled to be offered are too fixated on selling used said the mission of the onbooks we stock based on the the publisher at their own spring quarter. on ly 833 book books. He said that is the way campus bookstore is simple.
number of studen ts in previous expense, or keep them," he requests have been returned to the university wants the
"We are just trying to get
classes and on how many books said.
the bookstore. The requests bookstore run.
books into the hands of
we sold ," Charlie Ward said.
It is important thal faculty were due Jan. 5.
"Ou r committee, at the students when they want them,"
"If the bookstore overstocks return their order fonns for
If faculty would inform the students' request, has really he said.
and is left with an unpurchased needed books as soon as bookstore of any changes in pushed the Wards 10 carry more
surplus of a particular textbook, possible, he said. Of 1.8 16 class enrollment, it would be

Enrollment decreases at
public institutions
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor
For the second straight year, enrollment at
Minnesota's community and technical colleges
and universities has decreased according to a
recently-released survey conducted by the
Minnesota Higher Education Services Office. The
study also found that enrollment at the state's
private colleges and universities over the same
time period has been on 1he rise.
The survey found that 268, 166 students were
enrolled at the state's publi c post-secondary
inslilutions last fall - 3,604 fewer students than
last year.
Enrollment in fall of 1991 totaled 273,473
s1udents.
Philip Lewcnstein, direc1or of communications
and legislation for 1he MHESO, said 1he decline
in enrollmenl is due 10 a decrease in lhe number
of hi gh school graduates in 1he state, as well as a
healthy economy keeping many who might have
gone back to school in the job market.
"The economy is really good right now,"
Lewenstein said. ..The state has such an
amazingly low unemployment rate."
The study found e nrollment at the state's
private colleges and universities now constitutes
the large, t share of students enrolled at postsecondary institutions for the first time ever. Last
fall enrollment at the private colleges and
universities actually exceeded enrollment ar the
University of Minnesota for the first time since
1992.
Lewenslein credi1ed 1he private institutions'
ability to market themselves as a major reason for
their growth.
"The priva1e schools have probably been
successful in marketing themselves, which they
have to do since they get no government money,"
Lewenstein said. "They have to market and be
receptive to the markc1place. One of the

marketing points private colleges make is that the
rate of four-year graduation at their school s are
higher than at public schools. They say, 'it costs
more to come here, but you get done quicker."'
SCS enrollment has dropped from 17,076
students in fall of 1990 to 14,108 students last
fall. Sherwood Recd, director of admissions at
SCS, cited many of the same reasons for the drop
as Lewenstcin did.
"In today's job market. we arc losing a l01 of
the non-traditional students who might have
enrolled here," Reed said. "There are a lot of jobs
available out there. ll's one of the best job
markets in years."
SCS went through a hugC growth in enrollment
from 1985 to 1990 when enrollment jumped from
13,070 students 10 17,076. Recd said those years
were characlerized by large freshman classes that
assured steady enrollment growth. In the past few
years the number of students enroll ing as
freshman has dropped, but Reed said those
numbers have stabilized now.
'The freshman class has been stabilized and it
is creeping back up,'' Reed said. "Enrollment
should be up by next fall, or at least the fall after
that."
Lewenstein agrees these kinds of decreas.:s and
increases come in cycles, but added certain
factors do influence 1he numbers.
"It all goes in cycles, but there's just a lot of
variables," Lewenstein said. 'The number of
adults enrolled, the overall price of tui1ion, the
need for a degree. For example, are there fewer
students out there who f~el they need a technical
college degree?"
Reed said SCS will continue to recruit 1hc way
ii always has.
'We will conti n_u~ 10 stress the strength of our
programs and conunue 10 siress that graduates
from our accredi1ed programs gel better jobs,"
Reed said.

Women find empowerment
by Sarah Tieck
Staff writer
The weekly Women on
Wednesday series featured a
discussion Jan. 17, by a
panel of local mixed-race
herilage women on the topic
"Mixed-Race
Women,
Identity and Empowerment."
The panel consisted of
graduate student Hedy Tripp,
moderator of the panel;
senior Zaynna Fakhreddine;
freshman Sherene Crawford;
and Theresia Fisher, an
associate
professor
or
computer science. The four
women came together to give
their perspectives on being of
mixed-race background as
well as to address issues and
questions facing women of
mixed ethnicity.
"It 's coming out or what
J;ve been doing researCh on
and part of my image and
identity as a mixed-race
Asian," said Tripp, ''I hope it
might attract other men and
women of mixed-race. The
issues are relevant."
'The winter-quarter topic is
"Women's Empowermen1
Across Cultures," and the
panel's discussion focu~ed
on ways each woman has
dealt with her multicultural
background.
··1 call ~yself a bridge,"
said Fakhreddine. "I'm
neither shore 'but a bridge
between
(my)
two
(euhures)."
''II makes me ask people

why they don't take m~re
time to explore who they arc,
where 1hey come from and
how it influences who they
are," Fakhreddine added.
Waltman said the goal of
the weekly discussions is to
address women's issues as
well as to help women
n;alize their full potential,
and to empower them to
make beuer lives for
themselves. "My hope is that
we do examine our own lives
and our cu lture and how we
inleract in our society," she
said.
As part of its comminnenl
to educate people. the
Women's
Center
has
sponsored the Women on
Wednesday program for six
years to provide the people
of St. Cloud with a wellrounded perspective on the
issues facing today's woman.
"Where do I go to get that
piece (of my history) that
wasn'1
provided
in
elemenlary school, junior
high,
and
secondary
education if I can't afford to
take
women's
studies
courses? To have a program
like this gives me another
avenue to take in order to
learn about my gender," said
Jennifer Waltman, graduate
assistant at the Women's
Center.
The scS Women 's Center
presents the Women on
Wednesday series weekly in
the South Voyageur's Room
from noon to I p.m.
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Auto alarms perform multiple functions
Security systems
prevent thefts,
protect personal
safety
by Paul Wait
Copy editor
No shrill sirens pierced lhe night air as
a thief lifted Gabe Carlson's stereo
system from his car.
Carlson, an SCS freshman and sales
associate at Best Buy, did not have an
alarm system protecting his $700 stereo.
But Carlson said he will not put another
expensive stereo in his car without
installing an alarm.
"If thieves know you have a stereo,
they're going to get you if you don't
have an alarm," he said .
"I think the majority of the thefts are
done by non-professionals - kids who
want to make some quick cash," said
Capt. Len Smallwood of the Sl. Cloud
Police Department.
An auto security system may deter
some thieves, Smallwood said. "People
are going to go for the easiest pickings,"
he said. "When alarms go off, they
boogie."
The most basic alarm systems have
Shock sensors which detect impact to the
automobile, triggering a siren or the
vehicle's horn.
"As long as it can make noise and
attract attention, it's an alarm system,"
said Carlos Mendiola, car audio
specialist at Audio King. Many alarms
are rigged to make the vehicle's parking
lights flash if the sensor is activated.
"A lot of times people don't come in
searching for a car alarm until they've
had something stolen from their car,"
Mendiola .said.
Preventing the theft of a vehicle's
electronic equipment is only one reason
to get an auto security system. Alarms
can deter vandalism to a vehicle, prevent
the theft of it and add to the safety of the
vehicle's occupants.
A feature on some systems warns a
person who gets within a few feet of the
vehicle that the car has a security
system. Light-touch shock sensors are
standard on many systems.

Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor

Shop manager Mark Stumvoll installs an auto security system Wednesday in the St. Cloud Circuit City store.
get away from the thief, said Mark unlocks more than one door of the
Personal safety features
Stumvoll, Circuit City shop manager.
vehicle at a time gives an attacker a way
Many security systems have features
Not all functions of an alarm system into the vehicle, he said.
dc~~:db:i~r:~=~~~;~:n;1;~~t~~mote are for protection of a person or
"Some systems can give a false sense

l~~:o~t:~•

controls which have a panic button. If a property. Convenience
of
!::~:~c:~:~; system is
person is threatened or needs assistance,
not a guarantee of personal protection or
th
~:~~~;:~st:~;;~~
;t~~:i:n~ff e Pe:~~~ :~:te~~e:t a~0 ;d~-:f:t~at~:: against theft, Mendiola said the benefits
outweigh the costs of having an alarm.
An entry illumination feature allows a convenience, Mendiola said.
"If there's no alarm, .they could sit in
person to tum on the auto's interior
Many systems have four-button your car and take everything out of the
lights by remote control from outside of remotes that control locks to the vehicle."
the vehicle.
passenger doors, trunk and even the
There are more stalkings and planned hood. Some remotes work for up to four
crimes than there have been in the past, vehicles.
so people should always scan the inside
Other systems will start a vehicle by
of their vehicles before getting in them, remote control. "Remote start is nice
Smallwood said.
because you can start the car and not
Another feature is the vehicle have to sit in it to wait for it to warm up,"
recovery system, which is designed to said Paul Nelson of Circuit City.
by Paul Wait
shut the vehicle off 60 to 90 seconds
Smallwood warns that some of the Copy editor
after the remote is activated. This feature convenience features could invite
ITlight allow the victim of a carjacking to thieves or attackers. A remote that
Minnesotans installing security

:t;: ~;

Safety increase
equals premium
reduction

Auto security systems
Deterring auto theft

Sidewinder 700QHF Viper C70HF.

HORNET 71&T

Most auto thefts in St. Cloud are baSic. features;
people stealing cars to go for a joyride, ;-:2 telllote 0<>n1rois.
Smallwood said. Most of the stolen 'panil::bt/lkln
vehicles are recovered, he said.
Some auto security systems have a •6tMesl~
starter kill feature, which disables the ~Ci"'11t:Citf,
99 Buy· ·
vehicle's starter unless the system's
programmable remote deactivates the
.Whistler SK3003
alarm.
Although alarms can help reduce the basiq features:
likelihood of a vehicle being stolen, -2·re,no1e~
Smallwood said the best precautions -pahlc bultt>~·
people can take to_prevent auto theft are 1'ShocksE!nso·r
to lock the car and take the keys out of • fllt/minaled elltry
.: parldng fights flash
the ignition.

basic features:
• Cl) 4-outton telllole

~

:.~slJ<>cl~

m.

Best

$199 &1d!o King .

- panic

bt/110!1

-lighttouchsliocl<
:0

b!\slc features: '
, 2,emo1e$ipru,lo butt°"
-slipck:sru,soi

-illllmiiiallll!'eritry
:-118fltill9 lii)h1s flaslt

- iNumirlaled entry

- vt•ic!a f'lCOll8rt sy$\em
cdii[!) mute
·

• parking lights flasb

· $329:!1'! Clrwit City_ ,

S8rlSQf'

• starter kjll
• extended~

'·®'°""'""lock

Alpine SEC8048
Mditiohal features':

._trunk unlock"
$37'/.99 Jle/Jt Boy

..:!Ii•••
biealtag<! sensor .
• paging system ou1pi,t

•411 pri~ ilfduJe if!Staltati<m
~J4n;~,:J!Jfl6Pricts,'

$579Audl<,Klng

,¢ ,.

- 4 rernotes/4 oi,r use

, tun 2 car ope1!!1iori

systems in their vehicles will realize an
additional benefit ~ reduced insurance
premiums.
A new state law which took effect
Jan. I requires insurance companies to
provide a premium reduction of at least
5 percent on the comprehensive
coverage to insured vehicles with an
authorized antitheft protection device.
To qualify, the security system must
be original equipment provided by the
vehicle' s manufacturer, or be installed
by an authorized dealer.
The security device must self-activate
when the vehicle's passenger doors are
locked. The system must sound an
alarm, activate the vehicle's horn, cause
the vehicle's light to nash or render the
vehicle inoperable.
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APARTMENTS
WITH COMPUTERS
8pm.-c1<>se '

8p.m.-1lp.m.
,. Han-price 1ap beers

M~&
Lorig Island Teas

8p.m.-11pm.

Bp.nH IOSe
PITCHER SPECIALS

Half-price tap beers

9 p.m.-12 p.m.

Two for ones ~ rails &
domestic beer bottles

ii'L i,-.....1

Think about it, next year you can live in an
apartment building with a computer, dedicated phone
line, and a lazer printer available 24 hours a day
for your use at no charge to you.

We have Windows, Word for Windows,
Word Perfect, a connection to the library,
MNWAS and much more.
Bridgeview South

8 pm.-close

I 111!1 111.4&11 ...Harry Buffaloes &
,.,,3 t.y Monster beers

P-R6€- llCOVI AVALAa.E: R'.l<GRADUATCNPAl<TY r.ESER\/ATDIS

iii,

Bridgeview West

c~~3~~~~t

aJiMMm

FREE!

Salsa
Ci·i 1iillif-H·liFit·W·I
lk-Vt·Mt·l3iii=ii·i311

Umve~ny Cb,wmc!.e Tip Line

..,.™"'

255-4086

►iifiMll•MI

l'Mi!i:ifi'l4·13 ·134[1
NmSi·i IWM ·ifi!·W·I

Every Sunday nigh t at 9 pm in the
Newman Terrace

a

PREGNANCY

1ESTING.
BUY RECYCLED.

Q
~,,~?n!~,~~o~s ii&
Classic 500 & River Ridge Apts.
Fall Rates: $ 198 lo $229
Summer Rates: $95 to $ 150

* Off Street Parking
* Controlled Access

* Dishwasher
* Microwave
* Tuckunder Parking

* Ind. Locked Bdrms

(a spicy conversation
made of ideas. questions and
curios ity about being Catholic,
sha red informally
over tortilla chips.)

* Laundry
* Air Conditioning

* Mini Blinds
* Heat/Water paid
* Free Basic Cable
* O n Site Caretaker
CALL T ODAY!!
253-1100

Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
Sun day: 9 a. m.,l l : l 5a.m .8 p.m.
Mass & Event.-. 251-3261
Ofrtec251-32fi0

:·
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Senior center finds success despite changes
Meyer leads Huskies after three different coaches
by Jeff Mansager
Staff writer
Brenda Meyer has experienced many
changes during her career as a women's
basketball player at SCS.
The 6-0 senior from Belgrade, Minn.,

File Photo

SCS senior Brenda Meyer, left, has become the go-to person for the Husky
women's basketball squad. Meyer has moved from sitting t he bench her
freshman year to playing as a prime offensive t hreat as a senior.

has made the transition from sitting on
the bench to being the go-to player. She
has also played for three different
coaches, led the North Central
Conference in scoring and rebounding
and, scored more than 1,000 points.
"She's a great individual, she listens
and she's got the talent," SCS head
coach Lori Ulferts said. "If you tell her
something, she can actually do it. That's
not true in all cases."
Meyer began her career at SCS in the
fall of 1992. She played sparingly her
freshman year for coach Gladys Ziemer,
coming off the bench and averaging 3.9
points and 3.2 rebounds per game.
Meyer's sophomore year, Tara
Kreklau took over as head coach.
Meyer started 22 games averaging eight
points and eight rebounds for a team
which won only one conference game
and two overal l.
During her freshman year she was
just happy to be in a college basketball
program and she did not always want to
be playing in the games, Meyer said.
Duri ng her sophomorC year, Meyer said
she was playing against people bigger
than her and she learned a lot by playing
against them.
"'Playing as a freshman and
sophomore, she studied the moves of
the older players," said Emily
VanGorden, a sen ior who began playing

with Meyer in I 992. "She picked up a
lot of the qualities of the o lder players."
Ulferts began coaching the Husk ies
Meyer's junior year, and Meyer's career
took off from there. Meyer led the
conference in scoring (20.7 points per
game) and rebounding ( 10. 7 rebounds
per game).
Meyer credits Ulferts with givi ng her
confidence by believing she could play
with and contain players in the NCC.
"I owe her a lot for what she has done
for me," Meyer said about Ulferts. "She
was the first one who had confidence in
me."
Ulferts said the entire coaching staff
and the other players deserve equal
credit for Meyer's im provement as a
player. Ulferts also said Meyer makes
her job easier as a coach.
"Any time you can work with a gifted
athlete like Brenda, it's going to make
you better as a coach," Ulferts said.
"You try something, and it actually
works."
Ulferts said she has never coached a
player who turned into a force in the
conference in as short a time as Meyer
did.
Meyer said she is happy she- stayed
with basketbal l. She is now enjoying
the fact that other teams have to be
ready for the Huskies, especially at
Halenbcck Hall, where SCS is
undefeated.
"It's great to be 9-0 at home," Meyer
said. "Knowing that we can win and
other teams have to prepare for us is the
best feeling."

See Meyer/ Page 1O

SCS hits road to take on
Men's hoops tries to
last-place Northern Michigan rebound against
Huskies not overlooking Wildcats
by Kerry Collins
Sports editor

" We have to play our game.
We can't worry where they are
at in the standings. "
-Craig Dahl
SCS head coach

Despite playing the last-place
Northern Michigan University
Wildcats (4-20-1 overall, 2- 171 Western Collegiate Hockey
Association) this weekend, the
Huskies are not taking anything
for granted.
"It doesn' t matter where they don't th ink their record is an
are," head coach Craig Dahl indication."
said. "We have to pl ay our
The Huskies travel to
game. We can't worry where Marquette,
Mich.,
this
weekend, after winning their
they are at in the standings."
The Wildcats' record is not first road game of the season.
an indication of their talent, Although the Huskies could
junior forward Dave Paradise only muster a split at the
said. Like the Huskies, the University of Wisconsin last
Wildcats have had their share of weekend, they moved up in the
standings.
bad luck this season.
"It's real crucial for us to
"They just haven't been
getting the bounces like we move as far up as we can,"
weren't ear\iCr," Paradise said. Paradise said. "It was big to get
"They may not look li ke one of that first win on the road and
the most talented teams, but I ;;hould help us going into

Northern Mich igan."
A confidence boost came
from the first road win, but in
order for the Huskies to
conti nue that streak, Dahl said
the defensemen will have to be
in topfoITTI.
"Any time you win it helps
morale, but to win there, the
defensemen will have to play
well," Dahl said. "If the
defenscmen don't play well, we
won't win. It's as simple · as
that."

See Hockey/Page 10

Mavs after first defeat
by Rob LaPlante.
Staff writer
The SCS men's basketball
team will try to overcome the
loss of their home win ning
streak, by starting a new streak:
- a win over Mankato State
U ni versity.
The Huskies wi ll try to snap
their six-game losing streak to
the Mavericks, as they host
MSU Saturday nigh t in
Halenbeck Hall at 8 p.m.
The Huskies (4-2 Nort h
Central Conference, 12-3
overall) are coming off their
first home loss of the season 82-80 last Saturday nigh t
against
Morningside
University on a last-second
game-winning 3-point basket
for the Chiefs.
"We're looking to bounce
back with fire in our eyes;"

SCS sophomore guard Sean
Whitlock said. '·We lost which
means it's important to get
right back on track."
MSU (3-3 NCC, 11-4
overall) will be hungry for a
victory as well after suffering
two losses last weekend on
their home floor.
"We have to focus o n what
we need to do and not worry
about what the other teams
have to do," SCS junior guard
Tony Morrow said. "We want
teams to be al thei r best,
because at this level you want
to play against the other
team's best game."
The weekend will be shorter
than oonna l for the Huskies as
they will have Friday night off
instead of the usual back-toback night games.

See Hoops/Page 10
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Hoops:

Race for conference lead heats t~ings up as Huskies Hockey: NMU
host Mankato State in lone game of weekend from Page g - - - - - coach Comley
Raymond needs one win to tie SGS all-time wins mark
boots six from
"It will help us because we'll get an
extra day to prepare," Morrow said. "It's
"We have to focus on what we as a team squad from Page 9 not a must-win game, but we let one slip
The Wildcats: won their second
away last Saturday night and we have to
have to do. "
WCHA game of the season last
come focused and play better
weekend
against
Michigan
- Tony Morrow
offensively, defensively and do the little
Tecbnol<>gkal 'University, -3fter
things in order to win."
SCS junior guard NMU head coach Rick Comley

SCS head coach Butch Raymond
failed on his first attempt last game to tie
the record of 207 career victories at
SCS, and says he isn't worried about
trying to tie the record against MSU, a
team he coached for 11 years.
"There 's no special feelings,"
Raymond said. "MSU was good to me
and I owe them a lot. They gave me a
chance to ·coach in the NCC, but every
game is a big game and this is just the·
next big game."
Raymond agreed that the extra day off
will be nice.
"It"s a nice welcome break," he said.
"It gives us a chance to practice our

routine a bit. If anything, it will give us
a chance to enjoy our Friday night off."
Although Raymond's record is on the
minds of the players, they ,say they are
still focused on what they set out to
accomplish.
"We have to focus on what we as a
team have 10 do," Morrow said. "You
can't put emphasis on individual goals
or records. Those things just come
along. We have to take care of business
on the court."
"Being we're in a race, that's pressure
in itself," Whitlock said. "In the end,
only one or two games will separate the

top teams so we have to stay prepared."
MSU features four returning starters
including leading scorer Pat Coleman
averaging 23 ppg and 10.9 rpg and allNCC center, 6-9 Kory Kettner averaging ·
12.7 ppg.
The Huskies· will have to play solid
defense against MSU as the Mavericks
have four players averaging doublefigures in scoring.
'Tm confident we'll play hard,"
Raymond said. "We have a good group
of guys and all that counts now is
Mankato."

Meyer:

Senior center lends to talent of others from Page 9 - 1, 000 point mark highest point of Meyer's career

VanGordcn said she is also happy she stayed in the basketball
program with Meyer after the first two years. "By playing
together we make each other better," Van Gorden said.
"We've gotten used to each other and kind of know what to
expect from each other," VanGordel} said. "I think we
co mpliment each other because we know each other's
tendencies."
Meyer said the team attitude has changed, and she credits
Ulferts and the other players for the change.
"Before, when we stepped on the court, we knew we weren' t
going to Win, and that's what has changed now," Meyer said.
Another change for Meyer is how she is now seen as a team
leader by some of the freshman , and they have a lot of
confidence in her as a player.
Stacy Ruberg, 6-0 freshman, said Meyer uses her experience
in the conference to give her advice about how to defend certain
players.
"One thing she does is, she tells me about specific players,
and that helps me a lot." Ruberg said.
"She's a great player." Ruberg added. "It's fun to be out there
playing with her."

" By playing together we
make each other better. "
-

Emily VanGorden
SCS senior guard

Meyer said the highlight of her career was when she scored
her l ,OOOth poinl and her fomily was there to see it. She said the
l ,OOOth point was very satisfying because in her high school
career at Paynesville she was 22 points short.
Meyer and the Huskies (4-2 NCC, l.0-5 overall) will try to
continue their undefeated home record when they host in-state
rival Mankato State University (2-4 NCC, 7-8 overall) at 6 p.m.
Saturday in Halenbeck Hall.
Meyer said the Mavericks have good guards who can
penetrate and that has caused problems for the Huskies in the
past.

Husky track starts season on right foot
Squads to open home seasons this weekend
by Kris Aksteter
Staff writer
The SCS track and field teams traveled
to the University of Minnesota last
weekend to compete in the Northwest
Open, their first meet of the season.
Several people on both the men's and
women's side did very well in the first
competition of the year.
On the men's side, Bob Ewings, a
junior from Forest Lake, Minn., finished
second in the 55-meter dash with a time
of 6.42 seconds.
With 1h,t time, Ewings qualifies
provisionally for nationals. He will go to
nationals ' if there are not enough
qualifiers at the automatic time of 6.30.
"I'm haj>py with that time so early in
the season," Ewings said. "I'm
definitely planning on improving that
mark . I expect to get around 6.35."
Also running on ihe men's team was
the distance medley relay team which
won with a time of 10:52.56. The team
consists of sophomores Ryan Przybilla
and Kerry Collins, junior Bill Potts and
senior Chad Bartels.
Other notable individuals were

freshmen Scott Stemweis, who finished
sixth in the 400 with a time of 52.32.
Przybilla finished fourth in the 800 with
a time of 1:57.82.
"I think in any early season meet like
that, you're going to be excited abo"ut
some points of the meet and disappointed
about others," said coach Tracy Dill. "It's
still too early to tell how the team will
match up."
The 4x400 relay team, which was
made up of Josh Westling, Mike Pooler,
Mike Jendro and Sternweis, also did well
finishing fourth with a time of 3:27.66.
In the long jump, Westling jumped 21
feet which placed him fourth in the meet.
"I though the freshmen competed
really well," Ewings said. "They ran
gre•.it times for a meet so early in the
year.
"This gives us an indication of where
our team members are at right now as far
as conditioning," said Dill. "I think it
gave us, from a coaching stb.ndpoint,
what we need to do to get better."
On the women's side, Sara Niehaus, a
senior from Richmond, Minn., finished
second in the mile with a time of 5:22.83.
Kim Bachand, a senior from Delano,

Minn., also did well in the meet. She
finished third in the long jump at 17 3/4,
and fifth in the high jump at 5 1/4.
"I was excited about my performance
because I improved so much from the
first meet last year," Bachand said. "I'm
excited about the upcoming conference
meet. It's always nice to run at home."
-Other notables include: Sandy FuchsDingmann, who finished fifth in the
shot-put at 41-10 1/2, and Carey
Erpelding, who finished fourth in the 55
hurdles with a time of 8.72.
The 4.t400 relay team also did well on
the women's side. They finished fifth
with a time of 4: 10.66. The team is made
up of Bachand, Niehaus, Tonya VanErp,
and Mindee Karlstad.
"Overall, everyone did really well,"
Bachand said. "For a first meet, it went
great. We've been working very hard as
a team and it's paying off."
The team will
resume their
competition this Saturday at Halenbeck
South Fieldhouse. Competing teams
include St.Olaf, St. Benedict, St. Mary's
College, Concordia-St.Paul, Bethel, and
Jamestown College. The meet starts at I
p.m.

QOOted si, players off his squad
for "violating team rules."
Aside. fro~ drOJ?Ping six
players,: how NMU will respond
is unknown.
·~[t depends .on the team :now
they will i-eact." Dahl said "If
they were happy that they. were
kicked off they might _play better.
They broke some .rules and
(Comley} didn't stand for it."' '
The ijuskies only have one win
On the i"6ad this seas«;m, but that
lone win gave them momentum
gqing io\q ¥arquette. .
~'It was really· important
because ::.e hadn't a win on the
road,') freshman forward Mat,l
Cu11en said. "It was nice to break
that streak."
Cullen said the Huskies have
come together as a team and have
become a close-knit group, w~ich
has started to pay dividends. He
atso said the freshmen on the
team do not feel like firSt-year
E_J!ayers anymo~"We've battled through losing
streaks and have come together
and that will help,'' Cullen said. "I
really don't trunk there are any
'freshmen' anymore. 'We're
accustomed to the league and it
will just be a matter Qf going out
and doing it."
The Huskies are in 'eighth place
in the WCHA, \ three points
behind the Badgers.
Wisconsin is· play~ng the
University of Minnesota in
Minneapolis. and it the Huskies
sweep the Wildcats and get some
help from the Gophers, there is a
good chance SOS could get
another boost in the standings.
1hi.s, is real crucial for us to
move llp as far as' we c·an,"
Paradise said. "Witb , two _good
games we could come home With
the sweep."
~ the' Huskies wanr to
move up in the standings, they
i::anoot take any team for granted,

Cullen Said.

.

"We have to worry, about us
and can't look
arlybody;' he
said. 'We're just going to take
things ,one gaJRe at •a· time_ and
hopeful~y ge1 a few noints."
,Paradise said the Huskies'
bottom line rOI' the l"Cmairlder of
the season will be worrying QnJy
about the task, in' frotlt of them,
and that will help them move up
illtheWCHA.
•·we have got to Start moVing
11p_Qeca1,J$C we.cJon't want to play
any of' the tOp thfee in, the
playoffs_ . (Colorado_. College,
U}vUnn. ' and ·the Untverslty;
Denver)/' Par:adise said. "We
have to :take l't:one_ f>eriod at a
time, starting Friday, and

past

°'f

hQj)efully.we'll::i;ome. out ahead."

]:! : ~.
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Read the story

by Eric Hedlund
Diversions editor
What is a googol?
Such odd questions will soon

be common fare once KVSC's
"Trivia Fair" begins Feb. 2.
Trivia weekend has been a
fixture of KVSC's winter
schedule for 17 years, and this
latest incarnation of the trivia
phenomenon is another chance
for trivia fans to subject
themselves to sleep deprivation
and a questionable diet.
More than 1,000 players arc
expected to participate in this
year's competit ion, forming
teams and answering questiorls
on various topics like history,

current events, entertainment
and sports.
"'Trivia Fair,' for some teams,
is an obsession. For some teams,
something to explore and try

out," said Jo McMullen, KVSC
station manager. "We have a few
teams who have over a decade
under th.cir belt, and now it's
become their yearly pilgrimage
to play trivia. I have had team
captains say, .'Oh, I can't wait.'
They're just actually delirious
with excitement."
McMullen has been station
manager since Aug. 1992, and
has helped coordinate four
previous trivia weekends. She
said for many, this is the one
time each year when all their

1

friends get together.
Many teams treat trivia
weekend as a family
reunion of sorts, coming
from all over the state
and beyond, she said. A
few people fly in every
year from Annapolis,
Md., to play, she added.
"This is their one
time of the year to gel
together and get crazy
and have fun and feel
comfortable
being
Pat Christman/Assistanfphoto editor
together for 50 hours
straight," McMullen A volunteer phone operator during last year's trivia we~kend
takes the load off his arm by a creative application of tape.
said.
Teams may register
and world music."
February, so by that po in t
un1il 5:30 p.m. Feb. 2. The
Al Neff is one of KVSC's on- midterms are over, but finals
competition begins at 6 p.m. and air announcers, and has been aren't that close yet." The idea
lasts until 8 p.m.,Feb. 4.
with the station for about 15 was either students could sit
At the top of each hour one or years. "You cou ld say I'm one of around depressed about how
two questions will be asked by the elder statesman of KVSC," cold it was, or they could do
the on-air announcers. After the he said, with a smile. Neff is an something about it, Neff said.
questions arc asked, music will adjunct instructor for the
Since its inception, trivia
be played, during which time department
of
mass weekend has expanded beyond
teams will scramble to answer com munications, teaching all the campus to the point where
the questions. The time limit for radio production classes for the students are now in the minority
answering a question depends department.
as members of trivia teams, he
on the question's difficulty,
Neff has been involved with said.
which in turn determines point KVSC 's trivia weekends since
"Initially it was 1argeted
value. After the que stion is 1983, and said when it was specifically at the dorms," Neff
closed, no more answers will be originally created the target said. "Now it's anyone who
accepted.
aud ience was much smaller than wants to take part, and we have
"In that 50-hour period we try what it is now.
over 1,000 players."
to highlight all of our
"It was started to give the
programming
at
KVSC," students something to do in the
McMullen said. "You'll hear dead of winter," Neff said. "It's
See Trivia/Page 13
blues, you'll hear jazz, reggae always the firs! full weekend in
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Goo-Goo Dolls to perform at SCS
by Nicole Wimberger
Staff writer

I
File photo

Team members of "An Unnamed Source at the White
House" scramble for the answer to a question during last
year 's trivia weekend.

t was just ooe of those
luCk
things,''
said
sophomore
Jennifer
Martin, concerts coordinator
for
the
University
Programming Board.
She was describing . how
her committee •booked GooGoo Dolls to perform in
Halenbeck Hall Feb 8.
Mmtin had. been paging
through a Ii.sting of various

bands' tours when She looki;Xi
at the se'Ction oO ·Goo,.doo
Dolls ''just for kicks."
;,She discovered. that they
would be'openintffor Bush.at
the Roy Wilkins Auditorium
in St. Paul Feb. 7. She then
noticed that the -Goo-GOo
Dolls did not have a concert
Thursday, Feb. 8, the day
before they left with Bush for
a concert in Iowa Feb. 9.
Within two days, UPB's
Oll•nt had P<>Oked. the GQOOoo Dolls for Feb. 8.

Martin said until the day
after they had booked the
Goo-Goo Dolls, she had no
idea how popular the group
was.
The group conti nues to
gain popularity. Goo-Goo
Do!W song' "Name" is
curremly the second-most
requested song in the na1ion.
"]!:~ interesting that they
boomed like that," Martin
said,

See Dolls/Page 12
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'Nixon' a triumph, surprisingly sympathetic
(rated R) months
before
its
release. Drafts'
of the script
were stolen, the
Nixon
family
denounced it and
people
have
been lining up to
accuse Stone of making a meanspiritetl, slanderous attack on the
former president. But all that
disappears when you actually
see the movie. All one has to do
to silence the critics and the
hype is see it. The movie speaks
fqr itself.
"Nixon" is an impressive and
ambitious retelling of the man,
his life, and his politics. It turns
out he was a far more
compelling man than I could
have imagined. Controversy
practically fueled SlOne's two
previous films, "JFK" and
"Natural Born Killers." Many
critics get hung up with Stone's
attachment to the past, but
sometimes the past needs to be
given a second look.
Although factual authenticity
is mixed with speculation (as in

"JFK"), Stone does not just
make wave_s for the fun of it.
There were legitimate questions
asked in ·"JFK." "Platoon" made
Hollywood look differently at

Vietnam. And whether it is
corporate ethics ("Wallstreet"),
ruthless
dictatorships
("Salvador"),
Stone's
interpretations rarely have no

Dolls:

merit at all.
"Nixon" deals with an
important part of American
history. Perhaps with the death
of Richard M. Nixon, this is the

fromPage11-------

"It's interesting that they
boomed like that," Martin
said.
"I'm impressed with their
creativity," said Dan Hooper,
SCS freshman and member of
the band Scorcher. "They've
used tunings I've never seen
before."
In the contract accepted by
both the Concerts Committee
and Goo-Goo Dolls, the band
is paid $9,000 plus 100
percent of any money made
beyond
the
Concerts
Committee's
production
costs, said Rick Haught,
director or UPB.
UPB
is
a
service
organization,
not
an
organization designed to
make money, he said.
Not included in this fee are
production costs such as
lights, sound, tickets and
promotion, said Chris Meisch,
SCS senior and a m"cmber of

the Concerts Committee. A
production company has not
been chosen.
The 2,500 available tickets
will be on sale at the Atwood
Ballroom Ticket Booth for
students with a valid SCS ID
at 9 a.m. Wednesday, "Jan. 24.
The cost will be $5. Any
remaining tickets will go on
sale to the general public for
$12 at 9 a.m. Monday, Jan.
29.
The concert is in Halenbeck
Hall Feb. 8. The opening
band has not been named.
Martin said she hopes
students will attend the
concert because student
activity dollars are used to
pay the agent UPB used to
negotiate with the Goo-Goo
Dolls. "They should all come
to make use or what they
pay."
.
For more information;
contacf UPB at 255-2205.

first opportunity to make this
film. In it, Stone weaves a rich
tapestry that seemlessly fades
from little Richard and his
meager upbringings, to his rise
and fall in American politics.
But "Nixon" is so much more
than that. Foremost, it is an
intricate character study in
which Stone peels back layer
after
layer
of
Nixon's
personality,
each
more
enigmatic and fascinating than
the last. Nixon is played by
master-thespian
Anthony
Hopkins ("Remains of the Day,"
"Silence of the Lambs").
Though Hopkins does not
strike you as looking that much
like Nixon, he is nothing short of
incredible.
Hopkins gets so entrenched in
his character, you almost start to
think that he really is Richard
Nixon.
Hopkins beautifully captures
Nixon's dichotomy; the longing
for greatness mixed with the
capacity for dark transgression.
With Hopkins's method acting
style, he replicates every little
characteristic, from minor
speech habits to physical
See Nixon/Page 13

Winter scenes to compete in SCS Photography Club contest
by Monica Erion
Staff writer

S

CS students and faculty can
win gift certificates while
having
fun
shooting
photographs and improving their
photography skills.
The SCS Photography Club is
sponsoring a photography contest
with a winter theme. Last year the
theme was Christmas lights, but
this year the theme was broadened
to give photographers a wider
variety
of . photographic

opportunities. "It's pretty tough
for photography in the winter. We
thought with a winter theme, it
would be pretty broad," said SCS
sen ior James Anderson, club
president.
Participants may submit color
or black and white prints or slides
to Headley Hall Room 217 by
noon Feb. 7. According to
Anderson, there is no size limit for
lhe prints, but they are usually
four-by-five
or
larger.
Participants are encouraged to put
their names and phone numbers
on their entries to facilitate their

return. There is no limit to ~he
number of entries submitted.
Gift certificates to The Camera
Shop are awarded for best color,
best black and white and "best of
show." Winners in the first two
categories receive $10 gift
certificates ind the winner for best
of show receives a $20 gift
certificate. The judging is done by
a team "Df university professors
froll! ';'arious departments.
The entries will be passed
around at the Photography Club
meeting at I p.m. Feb. 14 in the
Atwood
Memorial
Center

Mississippi
Room.
Photographers' techniques and
people's likes and dislikes are
discussed at •the meeting,
Anderson said.
The last contest in December
focused on night photography.
SCS junior Eric Dahlgren,
Imaging Engineering Technology
major, said he entered the contest
because he thought it would be
fun. Dahlgren won the contest
with the entry of a color
photograph
of
downtown
Minneapolis. He said he took the
photograph for a class assignment

last year.
According to Anderson, there
are usually 20 to 25 participants in
the contests. He said participants
usually enter for fun or to practice
their camera skills. 'The more you
do it, the more you learn," he said.
Andersion said most of the
participants in the contest are
students in . the technology
department.
He said he hopes there are more
participants
from
other
departments in future contests.
The Photography Club sponsors
about four contests a year.
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Nixon:
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mannerisms (like the hunched
over back and awkward stance).
Hopkins isn't alone. He is
surrou nded by the greatest
collection of acting talent of the
year.
Joan Allen is almost as
powerful as Pa( Nixon, who
sacrificed just as much for
Nixon's political career as he
did. James Woods ("Salvador")
plays "Dick's" right hand man
H.R. Haldeman with a grim
toughness that is right in line
with Nixon's. Paul Sorvino
("Goodfellas") plays Henry
Kissinger, and his voice is so
dry, just hearing it made my
throat crack. Bob Hoskins
("Who Framed Roger Rabbit")
shows us the dark side of J.
Edgar Hoover, director of the
· CIA J.T. Walsh ("Blue Chips")
as John Erlichman. David HydePierce (TV's "Frasier") is
Nixon's counsel John Dean.
Rounding out the cast is Powers
Boothe as Alexander Haige.
There will still be cynics and
critics harping on small details,
but that does not change the fact
that "Nixon" is a remarkable
work of cinema. Stone gathers
up all the incredible acting an
rolls it up in that distinctive
Oliver Stone style (somewhat

simi lar to "JFK," but more
subdued). The result is a
powerfu l film. A film that
should be judged for its entirety,
not because someone told you it
was unfair or biased. You owe it
to yourself to find out on your
own.
The film's release was
extremely limited originally due
to heavy, moie commerc ial
competition. But, slow ly, the
film has spread and has made
it's way to St. Cloud. This film
is bound to make waves when
Oscar nominations come out in
mid-February, as well it should.
It seems to -me to be, the
strongest overall picture, and is
my pick for best movie of the
year. h is ~s touching as it is
powerful, and I noticed when
leaving the theater that many
were moved to tears. I even felt
my own eyes well up a little.

"Nixon"
Rating: 10/10

**********
Pla,yhQ:at:

Crossroacl,,(:inema6

Collaborative Workshop

11

Pandora's
Box"
with visiting artists

Lynn Wadsworth &
Suzanne Kosmalski

Trivia:

Pride is biggest prize awarded

from ~age 11

"It's an old, ugly um," McMu llen said. Over
the years the paint has become chipped, but each
year the first-place team's f!ame is engraved on
the urn. Currently the um is the property of GDI
and sits in the office of the department of mass
comm unications.
'There's no big money on the line. There's no
big grand prize," McMullen said. "It's purely
pride and boasting rights."
Some of Neff's favorite moments f!om past
competitions come from the "Magi6ai Trivia
Tour" in 1992.
At that time the university was experiencing
budget cuts and t):lere was the · possibility that
KVSC would be taken off the air. However,
KVSC experienced one of the best turnouts ever
for the competition, Neff said. Players and local
businesses involved in the event demonstrated
their support of the radio station.
After the competition was over, there was a
-,-,-T-h_e_r_e-'s_n_o
__b_i_g_m_o_n_e_y_o_n
__th-e celcbra1ion at the
Red Carpet, and
line, there's no big grand prize. another party after
It's purely pride and boasting that - with little
or no sleep in
between,
Neff
rights."

Many trivia learn members come from the
Twin Cities and surr~unding states, making
trivia weekend a homecoming event, Neff said.
"By definition, trivia is trivial, yet trivia hangs
out with such things .as truth and knowledge and
enlightenment, so it's kind of an absurd cutting
edge," Neff said. "It kind of comes back to that
old metaphor about sports in that you have to be
smart enough to play the game, and stupid
enough to think that i1 matters to really get into
it with gusto."
...,Teams can hold any number of people, a rule
the team Pigs 'R' Us utilizes to the extreme.
The team 's 1995 registration form included
the fo llowing: The entire Stearns County
Sheriff's Department, Court administration,
Attorney'-s Office, the St. Cloud Police
Department and all the judges in the 7th Judicial
District. After each entry is written, "Spouses,
children and significant others."
fin~!~:d ·~;th ~~

last

yea,'s

competition. The
winning
team,GDI, has been
around for about
- Jo McMullen, KVSC station manager sai·~Some station
10 years.
The team is comprised of some mass members and some trivia players stayed up all
communications
faculty
members
and night sitting in this hot tub, and it started
employees of the St. Cloud Times. According to s nowing outside," Neff said. "I have this
Neff, GDI has won four out of the last six trivia memory of snow falling down as I'm sitting in
competitions.
the hot tub after staying awake for most of about
"They really are the only trivia dynasty that I00 hours, and feeling really good about it, and
we've ever had," Neff said.
feeling somehow that there was actually hope
He said GDI is probably going to face stiff that the station would survive after that."
Neff said there will be a 30-minute
competition this year because many learns are
using the resources available over the Internet to retrospective at 8 p.m ., Jan. 29, on cable channel
help answer questions. The Internet has become 10, containing interviews and footage from past
a big point of contention as to whether or not it trivia weekends.
should be allowed, but it would be very difficult
Volunteers are needed to work on the phone
to control its use, Neff said.
banks and in the station throughout the ·entire
"GDliTipurist team . They don't want to use weekend, Neff said. Volunteers will be able to
the Internet, they want to go by books," Neff eat as much food as they want, as it is provided
said. "So because they've taken that choice by many area restaurants. Volunteers that put in
they 're probably going to be at somewhat of a enough hours may receive a trivia t-shirt, he
disadvantage, and we're waiting to see how they said.
do."
Teams may register by fillin g out a
The awards ceremony will take place at 9 p.m. registration form available in the KVSC studios
Feb. 4 in the Kimberly A Ritsche Auditorium, by 5:30 p.m. Feb. 2. Registration costs $25 per
one hour after the end of the competition. At that team.
time, the winning teams will be announced.
And what, after all that, is a googol? Simply a
Prizes include gift certificates for food and the number one followed by 100 zeroes. That one is
coveted Minnesota Master Traveling Trophy.
worth 25 points.

Make your fortune.
Invest in a snowshoe-making company.

Tuesday, Jan. 22- Friday, Jan. 26

Visiting Artists' Slide &
Video Presentation

The best place for your money isn't SOME BANK...

3-5 p.m.; Tuesday, Jan. 22
Kiehle Visual Arts Center, Room G14

ITSYOUR
STUDENT CREDIT UNION!!

Multi-media Workshop

The Minnesota State University
Student Association

Begins at 10 a.m.; Wednesday, Jan. 23
Kiehle Visual Arts Center
RoomG10

Show Opens Friday, Jan. 26

13

Federal Credit Union
Offering a full line of financial services
right on campus, in Atwood Memorial Center A152
Open 9-.30 a.in. to 3:30 p.m., Monday - Friday
Phone 654-54 7 4 - Fax 255-3972

0Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.
• Classifieds price: five words a line, $1 a line. Six words constitutes two lines, costing $2.
• Notices are tree and run only if space allows .
Deadlines: Friday at noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's edition.
• Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
• Call University Chronicle at 255·2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

Policies

ITffiltliUtli114d
'96·'97 SCHOOL
YEAR. 57 locations.
One•bdrm to four-bdrm.
apts. Two-bdrm. to
eleven-bdrm. houses.
Great locations. Well
maintained. Dan, 2559163.
'96-'97 SCHOOL
VEAR. One and _twobdrm. apts. SE location on
busline . Nine-month
leases . $360-$400.
Twelve-month leases
$320-$360. Free parking.
Dan , 255-9163.
1-BDRM. APT .
$305/mo. Available now.
Heat , water, garage,
parking with plug-in
included . Cute, clean and
ready to move in. Call
Steve, 255-9262.
2-BDRM. APT. $345$360/mo. Available
March 1. Utilities Plus
parking with plug-ins
included. On-site laundry .
Northern Ma·nagement,
255-9262.

$ 2 a 0 • $ 2·1 o. Single
rooms. Individual lease in
a four-bdrm. apt. All
utilities with basic cable
included. West Campus II
Apts. 255-9262.
APTS. NEAR campus.
Available now and riext
school year, 654-6535.
APT. TO SUBLEASE.
Two-bdrm. available
March 1. $375/mo. Call
202-9275 for more info.
APT. ROOMS available.
Men/women. Special rates
fo r spring quarter. Cable
paid. Select Properties,
253-1154.
BRIDGEPORT. Three and
four-bdrm t units across
from Halenbeck Hall. 1
1/2 baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, parking,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
CAMPUS EAST. Large
four-bdrm. units with two
full baths. E;xtra storage
closets, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,

security. tleat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
1996 summer & fall best
choice! Across from SCS1
Attractive, clean, quiet,
well-cared-for building
with classic design.
Practical price & more
perks like sun decks,
whirlpool spa, reserved
heated parking,
dishwasher, microwaves .
Tour us 8/4 U make your
choice! Call 654-1544 to
take a look and more info.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS .
Private rooms, four
bathrooms, close to SCS.
Dishwasher, microwave,
heat paid. Call 251-8284.
FEMALES: HOME with
private rooms . Avail. now!
Close to campus. All
utilities paid. $195 and up.

MARRIED COUPLE.
Mature graduate students.
Looking to house-sit for
summer '96. (612) 7839092.
MEN AND WOMEN to
share four-bdrm. apts.
Available now and spring.
Heat paid, dishwasher,
campus close. 251-6005.
NORTH CAMPUS. One,
three and four-bdrm. units
with decks close to
campus. 1 1/4 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
garages, security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
OLYMPIC II. Three and
four-bdrm. units close to
hockey center. Two full
baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management , 253-091 O.

Call SM&M, 253-1100.
FOR SPRING quarter.
Male roommate needed. ·
Quiet, close to campus.
One-bdrm. available with
three other roommates .
Campus Vista, 240-9791.
$239/mo.
HOUSES. '96-'97 school
year. 33 houses. Two•
bdrm to eleven-bdrm.
Respectful and responsible
students only. Dan, 2559163.
HOUSES. Well
maintained, prof. managed.
Gr8at locations for '96'97 school year.
Responsible and respectful
students only. Dan, 255·
9163 . or George, 2522052.
HOUSING '96·'97. For
the most complete
selections of student
housing call Dan or George,
255-9163/252-2052.
IMMEDIATELY.
Sgls/dbls. One-bdrm. and
two-bdrm. apts. Near
campus and SE locations.
Dan, 255-9163.
LARGE SINGLE room
with private bathroom and
A/C for the older student.
Utilities included. 706-6th
Ave. S. 252-9226.

ONE-FOUR-bdrm . apts.
Eff. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 2594841.
ONE AND TWO-BDRM.
apts. in duplex. Private
kitchen and bathroom. No
pets. Parking , 253-5340.
PRIVATE ROOMS for
men and women near SCS.
Heat paid, newer apts,
intercom entries, EPM .
251-6005.
PRIVATE ROOMS in
fo ur-bdrm. apts. close to
campus for summer and
fall. Includes heat,
dishwasher, · microwave,
A/C, mini-blinds, laundry.
Yearly rates available.
Campus Quarters, 575 7th
St. S. 252-9226 . .

·parking, security, heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253:091'0.
.SUBLEASE SGLS/DBLS .
One and two-bdrm. apts.
Eleven-bdrm. house. Dan,
255-9163.
SUBLEASERS NEEDED
for March-May. Two
bdrms. one block from
campus. $190 and $200.
654-9166.
SUBLET DISCOUNTS
now and spring for men and
women in four-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
EPM . 251-6005.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units
close to SGS.
Dishwashers, micros, and
heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-091 o.
SUMMER. One to fourbdrm. apts. M~ny houses.
Great locations. Dan, 2559163.
TWO-BDRM. APTS.
totally remodeled . Close to
campus. Cable and parking
free. Select Properties,
253-1154.
UNIVERSITY WEST II.
Large four-bdrm. units
with spacious closets,
parking, garages, security.
Heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-091 o.
WINDSOR WEST. Fourbdrm. units with bi-levels,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security . . Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910. ·

RAVINE APTS . Fall
1996. 253- 7116.
ROOM OPEN starting
March 1. Two blocks from
campus. Bdrm. and bath.
Call 255-0477.
(Efficiency)
SINGLE ROOMS in house.
Utilities Paid. $210. 2537222 or 251-8895, Terry.
ST~T'e:v1EW. Large
four.'b drm. units near
campus. 1 1/2 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,

ARE YOU LOOKING for
quality care ar'!d attention
for your child? Will care
for your child in my home.
Reasonabl e rates, 3630309. References
available upon request.
ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!!! Grants &
scholarships available!
Billions of $$$ in private
funding . Qualify

immediately. (800) AID•
2-HELP, (800) 243-2435.
BUY 2, GET 1 tow ticket
free: Hill Billy Hills snow
tubing in St. Joe is now
open with "m ild to wild~
hills and tow ropes to get
back to the top. Private
parties are also available.
Call Hill Billy Hills for
more info. 363- 7797_.
DATING CONNECTION.
SinQle? Divorced?
Widowed? St. Cloud's
dating service offers
personality profiles,
photos, and video creation.
Professional, confidential.
For more information and
appointment call (612)
202-1212.
FREE FINANCIAL aid!
Over $6 billion in public
and private sector grants
& scholarships is now
available . AU .students are
eligibile regardless of
grades, income , or
parents' inco me. Let us
help. Call Student Financial
Services, (800) 263-6495
ext. F5681 2.
FREE T-SHIRT+
$ 1 , a o a . CreditCard
fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities &
groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1,000 by earning a
whopping $5/VISA
application. Call (800)
932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers re'ceive
free T-shirt.
GRADUATES! Are you
looking for a job or a real
caree r? The choice is
yours. Attend the MSUS
Job Fair '96 and take
c harge of your life.
Register now at Career
Services, AS 101.
GRANTS AND
SCHOLARSHIPS are
available. Billions of
dollars in gr.ants. Qualify
immediately , (800) 2432435 (800-AID-2-HELP).
LOVE A WAITS you.
(900) 255-2700 ext.
8830. $2.99/min. 18+
Serv. u. (619) 645-8434.
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PREGNANT? Free
p~egnancy testing at the
·st: ·~1oud Crisis .Pregnancy
Cen.ter. Call (612) 2531962 24 hrs/day. 400
East St. Germain St, Suite
205, St. Cloud."
RESUMES/COVER
letters. Professional.
240-2355.

ropes, dance·, piano
accompani'st, d_ramati Cs·;
ceramics, jewelry,
woodshop, photography,
radio, nature, RN's, chefs
and food service. Arlene
(800) 443-6428 or (516)
433-8033.

SPRING BREAK Mazatlan
from $399. Air/seven
nights hotel/free nightly
beer parties/discounts.
(800) 366-4786.
http://www.mazexp.com

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Students needed! Fishing
industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+ per
month. Room and board!
Transportation! Male or
female. No experience
necessary. Call (206)
971-3510 ext. A56811.

STRESSED OUT?

CRUISE SHIPS now

Looking for relaxation and
muscle relief? Try foot
reflexology for total body
relief. 240-7906 or 255·
9336, Angie. Leave
message.

hiring. Earn up to
$2,ooo+/month working
on cruise ships or landtour companies. World
travel. Seasonal & fulltime employment available
No experience necessary.
For more information call
(206) 971-3550 ext.
C56812.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP,
formerly Chuck's
Barbershop. Two barbers,
all cuts. Walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE.
Special on Weds. for ROTC
and Guard Headquarters
and all other students, $5.
All other weekdays, $6.
TYPING, SPELL check,
taser printing. Campus
delivery, 240-2355.
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and
courteo us, will work with
_ 1 Q U to determine a
shooting schedule" fhat will
fit your wedding day plans.
Specializing in candids
before, during and after
the ceremony. You retain
the negatives! Two
photographers to make
sure that every angle gets
covered. Very reasonable
packages. For more
information call Paul at
654-8501.

1•@AMiiiiii
500 SUMMER CAMP
opportunities in NY, PA,
New England . Choose from
over 40 camps.
Instructors needed:
Tennis, baseball, hockey,
rollerblade, soccer,
lacrosse, softball,
volleyball, basketball, PE
majors, educaiion majors,
gymnastics, english riding,
lifeguard, WSI, water
skiing, sailing,
windsurfing, fitness,
archery, mt. biking,
pioneering, rockclimbing,

'EXTRA INCOME '96'
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing travel brochures.
For more information send
a self-addressed envelope
to: C.C.L. Travel, P.O. Box
612290, Miami, FL 33261
HELP WANTED. Local
St. Cloud company
expanding. Accepting
applications for 15 people
to start immediately.
Positions available in
various departments.
$385 avg/wkly to start. ·
Full and part-time positions
available. To schedule
interview phone 2511752.
IN COLLEGE and need
money? You can make a
full time income on a part
time basis. Call (800)
920-3652 or 267-4267.
If no answer, please leave
message.
NANNIES! Winter-spring
placements nationwide. No
fee. Many benefits. One
year commitment only!
Nannies Plus. Call Sandy
(605) 532-3209 or (BOO)
726-396 5.
NANNY. Responsible,
non-smoker. Mon. and
..
Wed, 4:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
and some Sat, 1 p.m. to 7
p.rri. Call Peggi, 2528469.
NATIONAL PARKS
hiring. Positions are now
available at national parks,
forests & wildlife

preserves. Excellent
benefits '+ bbnuses! Call
~

o 6i ~7_1 ·,3_6_20
56 1

ext_, ,.

PAR ,T •TiME frozeA
food/dairy stocking
position. Availability:
Mon-Fri 3 p.m. to•8 p.m.
Sat/Sun 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.
15-20 hrs/wk. Apply at
Customer Service, Cub
Food West. EOE
PART-TIME produce
swcking position.
Availability: Mon-Fri 2
p.m. to 8 p.m. Sat/Sun 6
a.m. to 8 p.m. 15-20
hrs/wk. Appl¥ at
Customer Service, Cub
Foods West. EOE
RESIDENTIAL CARE
counselors. Looking for a
challenge? We have a job
for you. Working with
disabled adults. Valuable
experience for social
work, psychology and
medical students. Please
call 654-1420 M-F.
$6.50/hr. Various hours
available.

I ~f
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and 5 p.m . in Stewart Hall ,
Room 308.

sE·R1bus ABOUT a :.·
career? Make sure to
attend the MSUS Job Fair
'96. Contact Career
Services to register now!

JOIN ECO, the
Environmental Crisis
Organization. Meetings at
5 p.m. e·very Tuesday in
the Mississippi Room,
Atwood. Recycle this
issue , it's free.

THE Z CLUB . Great
volunteer opportunities on
campus and in the
community! Meetings are
at 7 p.m. every Tuesday in
Atwood's Mississippi
Room.
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB,
Meets at noon on
Wednesdays, SH214. All
students welcome. Bring
ideas. Future events:
Speakers, trips and
museums. Call 240-0680.
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS
Fellowship will be meeting
at 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. every
Thursday in the St. Croix
Room , Atwood. Everyone
welcome at this biblical
exp loration of
contemporary issues.
BLOOD DONORS urgently
needed! Red Cross
Bloodmobile is at 1204
South 7th St. · Lt's there
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
every Friday. Phone 251 ~
7641. Walk-ins welcome!

JESUS AND SATAN are
pretend. "Secular schools
can never be tolerated
because such a school has
no religious instruction and
STUDENTS
a general moral instruction
EMPLOYMENT services
without a religious
has many more job
founda:tJ29~ built on air.
openings than students.
Consequently, all character - Visi(our office in AS 101
training and religion must
or oUr job board in Atwood.
be derived from faith. We
UTVS TELEVISION is
need believing people ."
looking for dedicated
Adolf Hitler, Catholic,
members. All majors
April 26, 1933 to Bishop
Berning and Vicar Steinman welcome. Visit us in
Stewart Hall 22 or call
during negotiations leading
to the Pope Hitler
255-4111 for more
information.
Concordat of 1933. Hitler
went through 12 years of
CHECK OUT the Social
parochial school and one
Work Association at 1 p.m.
year of seminary to
become a priest. All
Wednesdays in the Lady's
schools in the Kaiser's
Slipper Room, Atwood.
Germany and Nazi Germany Everyone is welcome. This
cou ld be your chance to get
were state Christian
parochial schools.
involved!
Government support of
EXPERIENCE DIFFERENT
religious schools (e.g.
vouchers) destroys
cultures! Corne join
International Studenis
diversity (e.g. holocaust).
Separation of government
Association {ISA).
Meetings are 5 p.m. to 6
and religion protects
diversity. Atheism is true. p.m. every Thursday in
Lady's Slipper Room,
Question.
Atwood.

~ M11Ui
SOCKS THE CAT turned
Republican. Join the
College Republcians at 1 0

15

a.m. Tuesdays in the Sauk
Room. See you therel

SCHOLARSHIP! Now
accepting applications for
three $100 Douglas Jirik
Memorial schola'tships.
Pre-business or business
majors can pick up
applications in the business
buildinQ main offices.
GSAL (Global Society for
the Advancement of
Leadership) is looking for
students interested in
leadership activities.
Meetings are at noon and 4
p.m. on Mondays. Contact
Nikki at 654-0234.
INTERESTED in joining a
fraternity? Call 2539755.
NONTRADITIONAL
Student Support Group.
Are you married, parent,
veteran, over 23? Meet
others, share experiences.
Meets 11 a.m. every
Wednesday in Stewart Hall
103. Contact Shelly, 2553171.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Student Society (PRSSA)
provides opportunities for
students of all majOrs.
Meets at 5 p.m. Tuesdays
in SH120. For more info
call Erin at 240.-8733.
FIRST NATIONS -meets
at 4 p.m. every
Wednesday. All students
welcome·. Contact
American Indian Center for
more info .
LGBT ,ACTIVIST
meetings are at 1 p.m.
Mondays in Women's
Center basement. Please
feel welcome to attend if
you're concerned with
lesbian gay bisexual
transgender rights and
community.
INTERE.STED IN
photography? Come join
the SGS photo club. Meets
at 1 p.m. Wednesdays in
the Mississippi Room,
Atwood.

AMERICAN MARKETING
Association. "Bui lding
experience for tomorrow.~
All majors welcome. Join
us on Wednesdays at noon

Buy Classifieds 255-2164
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